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you, adjusting the levels of activity that
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It’s a perfect day again to open the Omega
Communications Portal and welcome you into this
space with me. Are you ready to spend this time with
me and the other ones who gather with you, in the
Station of Light and with the Beings from other
dimensions who observe and who assist each and
every one of us?
Together as we assemble, we create a beautiful,
complex, geometric shape just by being together
and realising the presence of you helps create that
vast Earth Light City, that is, the conscious
presence of you, as you knowingly gather to absorb
the energy and to take in all of the information that
is contained within the energy.
So, it is not all about the Beings telling us what to
expect and what to do and what is going to happen,
but rather, instead, it is helping you to expand into
a state of consciousness where you know the next
step to take and you know how to take the steps to
engage yourself in the flow of light. So, I leave this
introduction now that you are fully attentive to what
is coming around you in this space.

Many of you have gone through a particular cycle
since we last gathered and worked together to work
consciously to release all of the judgements and
past experiences and to turn yourself into the
position where you acknowledge the fast changing
state of consciousness on Earth as it is today and
you also acknowledge how the energy is working in
the natural processes that create the planet and the
environment around the planet.
You may also have been working to adjust your own
frequency so that you are not disturbed by some of
the emotional and created patterns through different
Beings who are working with those to manipulate
some of the reactive processes within mankind and
you have taken in the energy to deflect some of
those, to rise above them and also to clear them out
from you and this has been the instruction that you
have been receiving over many transmissions in
how to do that – how to process the energy and pass
it out through you as if you wash it away – as if you
stand under a cleansing shower of water to cleanse
yourself of all that vibration, and then attuning
yourself higher to your Point of Origin and universal
creation Source Energy also facilitates that.
It also facilitates you bringing yourself into the next
phase and this is what we are working with now, as
you have considered many of the things that are
happening around the planet and you have also
been communicating with members of the Council
of Light whom you have encountered in this Station
and you have also been working with many other
groups of Beings who have come from greater
dimensions to work with you.
At this time we bring your attention into the aspect
of yourself that has already evolved to exist in the
Earth Light City.

Connecting consciously into that state draws you
forward, which you will be experiencing as this is
presented to you. You will be experiencing
sensations. Allow all of those to work through you.
There is the aspect here where you are beyond
time, which allows you to absorb all of the flows of
energy and it creates a cycle, as you would term a
revolution – just as the Earth movement is a
revolution as it revolves around the sun, or as it
spins in your process of measuring a day – 24 hours
cycle. So, in this time you are moving through many
revolutions and so the cycle of evolution is
increased, without you needing to physically
experience it in physical Earth time.
The relevancy of this and the impact of it on your
physicality will reveal itself to you over time when
you will realise that matters you have been working
on have been resolved and little discomforts
perhaps in the body have disappeared. This is
confirmation to you that there has been an increase
in the activation of the cells and the repair modalities
within your body.
Each time you engage in this higher level of
receptivity, you are more able to communicate
freely with the Beings for what is required for you
individually. It may be information for a project you
are involved in, or it may be information relating to
the concept of plans on Earth, it may be many
things. The one that is appropriate for you, you will
draw the energy in and will understand it more.
In speaking to you in this way, I also am drawing you
beyond the receiving station here in that element of
receptivity and initial greeting and you are moving
into a group gathering at this time within an aspect
of the Earth Light City. This may appear to you as
being a beautiful garden space of trees and
creatures. All are tuned into an energy which you
resonate with, so the appearance will be that all of
you are standing in silence, and yet you know you
are receiving messages and information necessary
to you.

This is a way that we are able to reach the
population around you who are willing to listen and
to understand and accept the sense that there is
more unfolding around you and the sense of this
also is giving you support, nourishment, guiding
you.
By realising that the higher aspect of yourself is
already participating in this process of upliftment
into the Earth Light City, you are helping you as you
go through your daily activities currently and there
is a merging of both aspects of you.
At times you may feel you are being called upon to
move forward in your energy sense and state. That
does not take you out of alignment with the energy,
it adjusts you to the energy that is coming in and that
is the appropriate movement through the elements
of constructed time into energy space. This short
session is all about this adjustment for you now.
Bring this into you throughout all of the experiences
that you have in your physical form and to allow this
to be felt intensely by you and in the current physical
reality, I bring you back into the receiving area of the
Station.
The adjustments of the energy here also impact
upon the core energy essence of you and it is
through that core energy essence that the energy
pattern of construction of the physicality is assisted
and helped.

I withdraw now, Dear One, leaving you and
acknowledging you as an Energy Being in this Earth
Light City

Ulea out “

Thank you Ulea. Lani speaking to you again. That
was interesting and powerful. I, myself, experienced
being in the Earth Light City, full of the bush, the
trees that were surrounding us, it was a different
light coming through the trees in the clearing and
the space there and I experienced it as like a
different world. A different worldly light and
manifestation.
Now, as Ulea instructed you, bring all of this back
into the core energy essence of you – the central
part of your Beingness and bring all of this back now
into your physical body form and allow that to flow
to every cell of your body, into the energy matrix of
you.
I feel that many of you have been feeling odd
sensations around your head and perhaps sensing
out of balance and bumping into things. The energy
you have been taking in today will be sorting that
out.
Again, it has been a pleasure to bring this to you
today and to bring you into this state today, but I now
ask you to be fully present in your body, in your life,
enjoying every moment and so I close the Omega
Portal for this transmission, and we have something
to work with again until the next gathering.
Thank you

Lani

You will also realise that accompanying that
assistance and adjustment is the release from you
of the deeper elements relating to your life
experience on Earth and these are all of those
reactions that you have mentally and emotionally. In
feeling the strength of the energy in your core
essence, all of that is dissolved in this moment. This
again is a way that you are helping yourself.
In delivering you into this, then this is what is
required to help you in the next phase and so I am
permitted to withdraw at this time, because you
have received all that is appropriate now.
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